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It gives us immense pleasure to release

this Volume-8-Issue-II, April-2019 of

SONSIK e-newsletter. In this issue we

includes SONSIK recent activities carried

out by SONSIK 15th EC within its second

quarter of period. We are continuing this

newsletter as a way of keeping in touch

with our society members and other seen-

unseen hands who have been an integral

part of our journey.

We are always trying our best for the

welfare of Nepalese students in Korea and

building a better relationship between

Nepal and Korea, moreover trying to

connect other different kinds of social

organization who can be helpful in our

academic journey.

We would like to wish for the peace,

prosperity and happiness in your life on

occasion of Nepali New Year 2076 BS.
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SONSIK 7th Educational Seminar Held at Iksan City

SONSIK successfully held its 7th Educational Seminal at

Wonkwang University, Iksan, South Korea. In the day first 29th

of December 2018, workshop was conducted entitled “Role

of Nepalese Diaspora in policy making and

implemention the new provincial education system in

Nepal”. Program was facilitated by Dr. Devi B. Basnet, Dr.

Agni Raj Koirala and Dr. Ek Raj Baral. Sonsik secretary Mr.

Dirgha raj Joshi briefly describe the purpose and overview of

interaction program. All participants were divided in to 7

groups and each group provided different title for discussion :

primary education, secondary education, undergraduate

education, masters and PhD research education, technical

education and research, cultural value in education. Dr. Ek Raj

Baral had provided some recent updates in education policy

of Nepal and Dr. Agni Raj Koirala had presented about the

past, present and future direction of technical education and

research in Nepal. The draft of discussion will be handover to

the Nepal government.

Cultural Program: The

cultural program brought the

feelings of being in Nepal.

SONSIK cultural committee

coordinator Mr. Tonking Bastola

had managed all the activities

and Mrs. Nisha Adhikari had

conducted the program

accordingly. All the participants

had enjoyed with different

Nepali Songs and dances. Contd.



Next Session was Informal Session was started

with keynote Speech by Kiran Shakya and Prof

Hong-Seob So. In addition,Dr Devi bahadaur

Basnet, Dr Agniraj Koirala, Dr Ramesh pandey.

Dr Ramakanta Lamichhane, Dr Sanjay Poudel,

Dr Pradeep Adhikari Dr. Bojindra Tulachan, Dr

Raghbendra Kumar Betta, Ramesh Pariyar and

Shrikrishna Acharya delivered speech on with

respect to their research. The regular

dissussion session was conducted through the

speeches. Sessions were chaired by Dr. Bhanu

Shrestha, Dr. Madhab Neupane, Dr Krishna

Dhakal, Dr. Taraman Kadayat, Dr Madhusudhan

Attariya, Dr Balkrishna Ghimire and Dr Sushil

Bhandari. Further detail about this seminar

report can be accessed through

http://sonsik.org.np/wp-

content/uploads/2019/01/SONSIK-seminar-

report-final.pdf

Second day 30th December 2018

Seminar on “ Exploring Role of Nepalese Diaspora in Korea 

for the  research and Development of Nepal”

The program was conducted by Dr. Ramakanta

Lamichhanne and Mr. Prakash Raj Pandeya and

chaired by Mr. Tulsi paudel, president of

SONSIK. It was our honor to welcome Mr.

Kiran Shakya, Deputy chief of mission, Embassy

of Nepal Seoul as a chief guest, Mrs. Youn young

Min Wonkwang University international affairs

department head, Mr. Kim Do young, head of

the samdong international, and Mrs. Laxmi

Gurung, President NRN Korea as a special

guests. Mr. Prakash Devkota welcomed all the

guests and participants and wished them to

have a very good time in Wonkwang University.

On going to the speech, Mr. Kim Do young had

shared his experiences with Nepal and

SONSIK too. Mrs. Youn young Min had shared

her feelings towards Nepal and Nepali students

studying in Wonkwang University. Mrs. Laxmi

Gurung had shared her feelings and

experiences regarding the various programs of

SONSIK.. Mr. Kiran Shakya had introduced

about the various works being done by

Embassy of Nepal, for the easy and

comfortable life of all Nepalese in Korea.

SONSIK had distributed the token of love to

all the guests, Wonkwang University and

Samdong international in recognition for their

help and coordination for the program. The

formal session was then concluded with the

concluding remarks from the program chair Mr.

Tulsi paudel, SONSIK President. He had

expressed the words of thankfulness to all the

helping hands, guests and participants.

http://sonsik.org.np/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/SONSIK-seminar-report-final.pdf


Fare well to 14TH Executive Committee 

SONSIK 15th EC organized Farewell Program to immediate past Committee Members in Wankwang

University Iksan on the Occasion of Education Seminar. 15th Ec President Tulsi Paudel felicitated 14th

EC Members with token of love and certificate of Appreciation. 14th Committee members shared

experiences and wished successful tenure to 15th EC.

Meeting with the president of Wonkwang University 

Meeting with Wonkwang

University president Park Maeng

Soo was held on December 30th

in Wonkwang University. During

the meeting president Park was

curious about SONSIK activities

and showed interest to Nepalese

Students in Korea. SONSIK

president Tulsi Paudel , Vice

Presidnt Prakash Devkota and

advisor Dr. Ramakant Lamichhane

Joined the meeting. President Park

promised to support upcoming

programs of SONSIK and willing

expressed happies to

collaboration in SONSIK various

programs.



Meeting at Nepal Embassy 

The meeting with Nepal Embassy was held on March 10, 2019 regarding the SONSIK activities and

possibility to tie up with Nepal Embassy. The Deputy Chief of Mission Mr. Kiran Shakya discussed

various aspects of collaboration with the SONSIK. Furthermore, we discussed about current

situation of Nepalese students in Korea. On the behalf of SONSIK President Tulsi Poudel Secretary

Dirgha Raj Joshi and Treasurer Siri Satyal were participated in the discussion. Mr. Shakya promised

embassy will remains always supportive in SONSIK activities.

SONSIK as a supporter in the workshop conducted by WUNC

As the SONSIK 15th EC decision to

support and work jointly with

various Organization, specially the

Nepalese community that are

diverse in various Universities in

Korea. One of them WUNC we are

working together, supporting each

other activities to achieve our

common academic goal. WUNC

President Prakash Raj Pandey told

that such kinds of collaborative

activities will promote our activities

to the diverse groups of society and

we can held program in minimum

cost, effective in short period of

time.



SONSIK Collaborated  in TOPI DIWASH

Topi diwash organized by MMR Korea on 1ST

Jan. 2019 at Seoul, South Korea. SONSIK

president, treasurer and other members along

with well wisher of SONSIK Participated in

this program. SONSIK president said that such

kinds of Program in foreign land will promote

Nepalese culture and custom to the diverse

group of society and culture.

Farewell to Hon. Ambassador 

SONSIK farewell to Hon.

Ambassador Arjun Jung Bahadur

Singh on January 12 2019. SONSIK

President , Past Presidents , Advisors

and current and Past Executive

members were presented in the

ceremony. SONSIK felicitated Hon.

ambassador with token of Love and

certificate of appreciation . Program

was jointly held in Nepal house with

NRNA and other Nepalese

Organization in Korea



SONSIK 6th Sports Meet at Daegu

SONSIK held its 6th sports meet and new students orientation program was organized at

Yeungnam University on April 27-28, 2019. First day we had an orientation to New students in

Korea by SONSIK. SONSIK advisor Dr. Madhusudhan Atteraya, with past president duos Dr

Taraman Kadayat and Dr Arajana Shrestha and other seniors shares their experiences. Next day

Sports events was conducted among various participants from different Universities in Korea.

Football, Basket ball, Volleyball, Jokgu team events. Winners and Runnerups was felicited with trophy,

medal , certificate and cash prizes by SONSIK advisor Dr. Rajesh Chandra Joshi, HANNESA

General Secretary Mr. Jun Hong Kwang and SONSIK president Mr.Tulsi Paudel.



Data collection of Nepalese students is Still going on

As the SONSIK 15th EC started data collection of Nepalese Students and, Scholars in Korea is still

going on. We request all concern bodies to fill up the form as soon as possible so that we can give a

good profile of Nepalese status in Korea before the coming AGM. SONSIK heartly thanks to all

helping hands who takes part in this great works. After receiving the proper date SONSIK planned to

prepare a report and apply, collaborate, interact with academic sector, to our activities, Nepal

government, Korea government and many more related bodies. We are continuously requesting all of

the peoples to submit the proper information by submitting the form created by SONSIK and the

results we got till now is shown below.

SONSIK congratulation and appreciation to all graduates

SONSIK sent congratulation message to all of the graduates from different universities in Korea. The

students graduation ceremony will be conducted 2 times in a year by universities of Korea, i.e. on

February and August. SONSIK is collecting the name of all graduates in both session of the year and

will provide letter of congratulation and token of love to all graduates from different universities

during it’s Annual general meeting in August.



SONSIK completed its preparation

for the culture fest and temple stay

program going to be held on May 25

and 26, 2019 at Gwangju, Korea. The

participient will get opportunity to

explore Gwangju City, experience

temple stay, perform and enjoy with

various cultural arts (Songs, dance,

music etc), taste Nepalese food, learn

Yoga and Meeditation techniques. This

program is also focused for

promoting tourism in Nepal through

"Visit Nepal 2020" and for that

SONSIK will involve and show stage

performances on GIC (Gwangju

International Center) Program, where

the peoples from different countries

will participate.

SONSIK going to organize Culture Fest and Temple Stay

Meeting with Vice chancellor of NAST

SONSIK 15th EC president Mr. Tulsi Poudel,

Secretary Dirgha Raj Joshi, advisor Agni Raj

Koirala and Sanjaya Poudel did meeting with

NAST VC Dr. Sunil Babu Shrestha on 11th

April 2019 at Incheon City. As the NAST is

a apex body in Nepal to lead and conduct

the base to high level research from

government sector, Dr. Shrestha told that

he will give his full strength to do possible

National benefit research and will lunch

some program to attract the educated

Nepalese staying in foreign land. He shared

some plan that he is going to do in his

tenure. As he told NAST will soon organize

a conference and invites the Nepalese

scholars working in different universities in

different countries. He told that he is ready

to cooperate with SONSIK activities and

requests us to make some program where

NAST also can play a significant role. Dr.

Agni and Dr. Sanjaya discussed many topic

of research, shared their experience and

suggested many things can be done for

better activities by NAST. On this occasion

SONSIK president Mr. Poudel thanks him

for giving valuable time and detailed plans,

discussion about NAST activities.



SONSIK have its own Cultural Dress Now

SONSIK usually faced difficulties to manage dress in various kinds of SONSIK cultural activities. So to

solve this problem SONSIK 15th EC Searched sponsor for this and finally we have now basic cultural

dress. For this SONSIK Member Rajaram Shrestha played a key role to bring it from Nepal and finding

proper sponsors for it.








